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On-site, online and blended learning
The Cnam is a higher education institution which is dedicated to
offering lifelong learning opportunities to all. Our learner-centred
courses are specifically tailored to suit professionals who are
looking for ways to gain new knowledge, develop their skills
and accelerate their careers.

Our institution offers a host of recognised vocational and
academic diplomas and certificates aimed at various levels of

 With cutting-edge research at the core of its teachingstudy.
programmes, the Cnam has become widely renowned for its
bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees.

Our associated centres abroad

French taught courses:

Inp-Hb/Cnam Ivory Coast
Issae/Cnam Lebanon
Cnam Madagascar
Cnam Morocco
Cnam Intec centres in Africa see directory

 
You can discover more about the equivalences between French and foreign degrees via this link: Campus France

formation.cnam.fr

FOAD (Open distance learning ODL)

The Cnam’s online distance courses are led by Cnam academics and have been curated with the learner in mind. They
allow students the flexibility to study from anywhere in the world at their own pace. Our distance courses have been
developed and tested over time and provide students with the same level of teaching and support as those on campus.
The Cnam’s digital learning platform and virtual learning tools give students the opportunity to collaborate with staff and
other learners. Classes are predominately taught online although final course exams take place in regional Cnam
centres.

foad.cnam.fr/

MOOC (massive open online courses)

Designed by subject experts, our Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) are delivered primarily in French and
complement our existing online learning programmes. They enable learners to become part of our expanding global
online community by offering an insight into a wide variety of subjects such as management, human resources, labour
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https://www.cnam.eu/
https://www.cnam.eu/site-en/
https://www.cnam.eu/maps-and-contacts/centre-inp-hb-cnam-cote-d-ivoire-767668.kjsp?RH=1602054631152
https://regions.cnam.fr/repertoire/centre-cnam-liban-472536.kjsp?RH=1602054631152
https://www.cnam.eu/maps-and-contacts/centre-cnam-madagascar-1096626.kjsp?RH=1602054631152
https://www.cnam.eu/maps-and-contacts/centre-cnam-maroc-245927.kjsp?RH=1602054631152
https://www.cnam.eu/maps-and-contacts/liste-des-centres-d-enseignement-a-l-etranger-1481.kjsp?RH=1602054631152
https://www.campusfrance.org/en/French-degrees-LMD-equivalences
https://formation.cnam.fr/formation/
https://foad.cnam.fr/catalogue-de-la-formation-ouverte-a-distance/


relations and legislation, occupational health, the internet, IT, mathematics, construction, fashion, criminology and many
more.

foad.cnam.fr/nos-moocs/

On-site and blended learning courses

The Cnam also offers a large number of on-site and blended learning courses. Our programmes are broken down into
manageable steps, allowing learners to fit them around their schedule. Courses may be run in partnership with other
higher education institutions.
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